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Lighter
E L E M E N T S

Pet Projects
Life as a researcher can get kind of
lonely, and it would be nice to be able
to go home to a loved one who is excit-
ed to see you. Having such a bizarre
lifestyle, however, can cause problems
because pet ownership is a big respon-
sibility. Thus, we propose the follow-
ing list of reasons why you might
consider adopting bacteria rather than
the more traditional cat.
• A numbers game: To get more cats,

you need at least one of each
gender. With bacteria, one will set
you up for life.

• Sleepless nights: Bacteria do not
keep you awake all night crying
to meet their neighbors.

• Low maintenance: There is no litter
box to change, and bacteria can
be easily fed by adding more sugar
to their medium.

• Vacation considerations: Bacteria
do not require attention while
you’re away. Just put them in the
fridge and they’ll stay fresh. 

• Life in a vacuum: Although bacte-
ria are also covered with hair (cilia),
you rarely have to brush said hairs
off of your trousers.

• Exercise your rights: You do not
need to put your bacteria out for
exercise. Simply put them in a large
flask and shake them for a few
hours. They are also easier to round
up—by using a centrifuge.

• Death before dishonor: Bacteria will
not bring dead animals into your
house, displaying them proudly at
dinner. 

• Scratching the surface: Washing a

bacterial pellet does not require
knowledge of the martial arts and
will not leave you with scar tissue. 

• I can see clearly now: It is rare when
you cannot see the TV screen
because of a bacterium sleeping
on top, dangling its legs. If this
is a problem, you should proba-
bly spend a little more money on
your next TV set.

• Décor: If your bacterium doesn’t
match your domestic color scheme,
simply add an appropriate indica-
tor dye such as X-gal.

Randall C. Willis

Story of a Mean Ol’ Acid 
Yes SER, I was so TYRed that ALA
wanted out of life was to take a TRP.
That was when I MET LEU and HIS
CYS VAL. ILE bet that she was ASPret-
ty as any girl could be, and I thought
that I should be ASN her out. Unfor-
tunately, her uGLY brother stuck to
her like GLU. He PROposed that I
pay a PHE of THR dollars before he
would leave us alone. “ARGgh!,” I
screamed, and paid him off, only to

have him and his sister run away with
my money. I’d had enough of these
LYS. And that’s my anGLN it.

Randall C. Willis

Ponderous Ponderables
If you’re not part of the solution,

you’re part of the precipitate.
Time flies like an arrow, but fruit flies

like a banana.
If you go through an orientation

session when you start a job, do you
go through a disorientation session
when you leave?

Do you have to type faster when writ-
ing a Rapid Communication?

Labster’s Unabashed
Dictionary
Rotor (n): how he communicated with

her.
Cold room (n): where one sleeps after

arguing with a partner.
Carbon-14 (n): the result of barbe-

cuing just over a dozen burgers.
Tygon (n): summer dress code.
Magnetic moment (n): when their

eyes met across a crowded room. ◆
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Please send your work-related sto-
ries to the Editorial Office as listed
on page 3. If your humor is pub-
lished, you will receive a Today’s
Chemist at Work souvenir.


